NEWSLETTER
Friday 15 May 2020

Welcome to our ‘Fabulous Friday’ Newsletter. The SPPA Summer Ball at Silvermere Golf Club should have been
held this evening, but for reasons well known to all of us, it has had to be cancelled. Rather than lose the glitz
and glamour of the day altogether, we have christened today the ‘Fabulous 15th’ and encouraged both pupils
and staff (with parents very welcome) to join in. Please do send your photos to Mrs Claire Webb.
The week has been dominated by news of a potential return to school in June for some year groups. For some
of you, this has coincided with an element of fatigue creeping in, due partly to the whole lockdown experience
but due also to juggling home learning and family and work commitments. With
one week to go of the half-term, children would be showing signs of weariness,
even if physically at school, so it is no surprise if it has become a little harder to
engage and motivate them. We will continue to work together, supporting one
another through this time, in order to provide the best possible experience for the
children. Thank you for all of your support – between us I believe we are doing
rather well.
Have a fabulous Friday, a super Saturday and a sunny Sunday!
Jon Akhurst
Head
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Nursery…

This week some of the Nursery children have been doing a bit of home shopping,
which entailed designing their own pop-up shops; we even had one at the airport! Time and care were taken to
ensure that they sorted the correct coins and paid with the exact amount so there was no hanging around
waiting for change, very important if you have a plane to catch!
We have a number of keen birdwatchers in Nursery, all equipped with the necessary kit – binoculars, skilfully
created out of toilet rolls, bird identification sheets and an incredibly well camouflaged bird hide designed by
Theo. This equipment enabled our keen ‘twitchers’ to spot a wide range of British birds – cheeky sparrows,
noisy crows, magpies with shiny blue feathers and little robin redbreasts. A few children made bird finger
puppets and thought about the beautiful brightly coloured feathers they had observed when colouring in their
birds. As Nursery children are very caring, they made a few different types of bird feeders using cereals and
seeds to ensure that their new friends were not hungry, especially as they might have babies in their nests to
feed at this time of year.
We have all really enjoyed listening to the beautiful birdsong and we are sure the birds have loved listening to
us singing about rainbows with Miss Forbes this week.

The Nursery Team
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YEAR 1
Reception...Paws,
Claws and Roars!!!
This week our topic in Reception has been 'Under the
sea'. We have written some amazing poems to
describe different sea creatures.
Eloise wrote:
The orange snappy crab went nip, nip.
The hungry shark went bite, bite.
The wobbly jellyfish goes wibble, wibble.
All live under the sea.
Jeevan has written:
The grey smooth dolphin jumps, jumps, jumps.
The pink jellyfish floats, floats, floats.
The stripy clownfish swims, swims, swims.
We have also made posters to remind people to look
after the oceans and the creatures that live in them.
Harrison made a HUGE poster with a wobbly jellyfish
on, reminding us to 'save the seas!'. Cam made a very
colourful poster with a turtle on using lots of different
media. Both carrying a very important message that
we need to look after the sea creatures!
We have also been looking at money this week and
have explored the different coins we use. As we can't
go to the real shops to practise paying with coins, lots
of children set up their own shops at home and
practiced being shopkeepers. Toran set up a shop
selling a wide range of goodies and practised with his
brother and sister. Lenny has made lots of different
amounts and it was lovely to see Liam's shopping
video too! There have been lots of examples of
resilient children in Reception this week as counting
coins and making amounts is quite tricky!
The Reception Team
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Year 1… Roots, Shoots and Muddy Boots!

In Maths, we have been learning all about ‘money, money, money.’ We looked at the values of different coins
and thought about how much they were worth. We used coins to make different amounts. We paid a virtual
visit to the Year 1 Treat Shop and Mrs Sheth bought some items from the shop using different coins. Next we
were faced with answering problems about money. We used real coins from our savings to find the answers,
and then recorded our work on Seesaw. We ended the week
by completing a maths investigation using a variety of coins, to
make different totals on a five by five grid.
In PSHE this week we read a story about a Messy Magpie. This
was a good opportunity to reflect on this week’s TRACK value
of ‘Care.’ We are a caring year group and love our planet. It
was great fun creating posters to illustrate how we care for our
planet.

The Year 1 Team
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Year 2
After the fun of the VE Day celebrations, Year Two have been learning more about life during the Second World
War. This week we thought about how evacuation changed the lives of many children, as they left their homes
and families to find a safer life in the countryside. Year 2 had to make tough decisions about what items they
would put in the small suitcase they were allowed to take with them.
Much of our literacy this week has involved extended writing. These top quality stories,will, no doubt, be in book
shops soon after lockdown. Look out for titles such as "Separated and Reunited", "Alien Space Scientist",
"Hedgehog’s Journey" and "Peace World" among many others. The Year 2 children have worked hard to ensure
their stories included a good structure and exciting vocabulary as well as maintaining their excellent spelling and
handwriting - well done children!
I think the highlight of our week has been seeing the wonderful pictures that Year 2 have made for their Nursery
buddies. The pictures have cheered the Year 2 team no end and we are sure the Nursery children will love them
too.
Alex Hawkins wrote “I know that my buddy loves Spot the dog !”

Thomas Sealey wrote "There is freedom waiting for you on the breezes of the sky... Harry " But what if I fall?"
Thomas "Oh but Harry, what if you fly?"
William Levinson "Be happy and smile"
Jono Hewson "You're Rawsome!" (on a picture of a dinosaur)

The Year 2 Team
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Art News...
Agastya says that Coronavirus is a very naughty
germ, we must keep him away by washing our
hands all the time. He drew this amazing poster!
The title is “ Yucky Covid-19’. He can’t wait for the
lockdown to be over, so that he can visit the town
centre and go to Costa again!

Theo made these beautiful birds which now hang
in his kitchen!
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Sports News (including motorsports!)...
Alexander is learning Badminton and Finn is teaching himself to skateboard!
Olly has been playing cricket with his brothers in the garden and Senan has
been boxing!
And Harley has been driving his new go-kart!!
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Cookery News...

Jono and his sister made some amazing ice lollies.
This is Harley’s amazing birthday cake! His mummy made it and it is an upside-down magic hat because Harley’s
birthday party will have a magic theme!
Agastya wants to be a chef when he grows up and really enjoys helping his mummy in the kitchen everyday.
His favourite vegetables are colourful peppers and asparagus and mashed potatoes!

Olly made some delicious scones and Shree made her own pizzas!
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Hobbies and Games...
Thomas had a fabulous time on VE
Day, playing giant Jenga in the
street!

Charlie has been making an amazing
marble run with his sister and Jono
has been perfecting his chess moves!
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YEAR 1 Fun!
Outdoor
Mrs Williams is on a quest to discover and walk down
all the footpaths and bridle paths in and around
Claygate. In her pursuit , she has discovered that
there are far more than she ever imagined and so
many in the village itself. She has bumped into Alex
H, Charlie and Zach, Thomas S and one of our “Old
Boys”, Jack Nash.
This week, Harrison has been playing in a fabulous
den and Agastya and Harley have been busy planting
seeds and gardening!
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YEAR 1
Pets...
Thomas has been enjoying spending extra time with his
gorgeous puppy Rufus who is nearly 7 months old, and
here is Zac with his adorable brand new puppy whose
name is Milo!

Follow us on Twitter...

If you aren’t already following us on
Twitter our handle is @shspreprep and
we regularly update the account with
news on the exciting activities in which
the children are taking part.
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Your AMAZING Achievements...We are SO proud of you!!

Huge congratulations to Alexander, who ran 5k
without stopping! Amazing.
Also congratulations to Agastya who has learnt to
ride a bike!
Well done to Oscar who has read his first very big
Pokemon chapter book - in his head - in one
evening! It had 9 chapters and over 70 pages.
A real achievement!
(And Oscar also tried asparagus for the first time
ever and liked it!)
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And Finally...Fabulous Friday!
Our super-glamourous staff embraced the concept of an absolutely Fabulous
Friday this morning as they put the “Va Va Broom” into their household
chores and gardening!
Here is a small preview...
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